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IntroductionCreating living, breathing characters is one of the most challenging aspects of writing
and roleplaying. It is also the one that we find ourselves doing regularly for a variety of reasons.
No matter what kind of creation we’re doing, every story needs characters, from the main
character, to the nameless NPC, and everyone in between. Flat, one-dimensional characters can
ruin an otherwise great story. If you’re a writer, no one is going to care about your epic political
allegory if they can’t relate to any of your characters. If you’re a roleplayer, it’s hard to find roleplay
partners or have fun in a group if no one finds your characters interesting. The goal of this book is
to help you build a character that is dynamic, compelling, and alive by thinking as deeply about
that character as their own person separate from yourself.This book is intended to be used for new
characters and existing characters alike. Each page is dated, so you may use it for journal prompts
to develop a character little by little each day. But these dates are simply guidelines. Feel free to
skip around, write about the questions on the wrong days, or ignore the dates altogether. These
questions are in no particular order. They are simply a collection of musings for you, the character
creator, to consider.Depending on the context of the character, not all questions may be
applicable. Writers using this book are encouraged to adapt the question to fit the character or
imagine the character in an alternate universe where the question is applicable, or whatever
creative alternative you can think of.Some questions may require research into the concept of the

question being posed, but most questions are simple concepts that should require no research to
consider.Before you start answering each question in this book however, let’s get down a few basic
pieces of information about your character. This is the framework you’ll want to refer back to as
you answer the questions in this book.Grab your favorite notebook or journal, and note the
following things, then get ready to dive into the questions!Character Name: Write the name of
the character, so you know what to call themCharacter Bio: Write whatever you know about the
character’s history and personality. This will be fleshed out as you answer questions in this book.
What you write here is just your starting point. Refer back to this periodically to make sure you’re
on track

Creating living, breathing characters is one of the most challenging aspects of writing
and roleplaying. It is also the one that we find ourselves doing regularly for a variety of
reasons. No matter what kind of creation we&#x2019;re doing, every story needs
characters, from the main character, to the nameless NPC, and everyone in between.
Flat, one-dimensional characters can ruin an otherwise great story. If you&#x2019;re
a writer, no one is going to care about your epic political allegory if they can&#x2019;t
relate to any of your characters. If you&#x2019;re a roleplayer, it&#x2019;s hard to
find roleplay partners or have fun in a group if no one finds your characters
interesting. The goal of this book is to help you build a character that is dynamic,
compelling, and alive by thinking as deeply about that character as their own person
separate from yourself.
This book is intended to be used for new characters and existing characters alike.
Each page is dated, so you may use it for journal prompts to develop a character little
by little each day. But these dates are simply guidelines. Feel free to skip around,
write about the questions on the wrong days, or ignore the dates altogether. These
questions are in no particular order. They are simply a collection of musings for you,
the character creator, to consider.
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